Mercy Health Physicians Who Are Covered
by the Mercy Health Healthcare Financial Assistance (HFA) Policy
effective December 31, 2019

Kentucky Region
(Marcum and Wallace Hospital, Lourdes Hospital)

Marcum and Wallace

Bobbie Jean Allen
Hannah Bailes
Mary Jane Doyle
Alyssa Estes
Keith Everitt
Beth Hall
Pamela Jones(Isaacs)  

Tonya Justice
Maher Kassis
Billie Kelley
Julie Kennon
Denise Kilburn
Rebekah Mattingly
Sandra MCCoy

Adam McIntosh
Heather Price
Kemberly Spencer
Dustin Wattenberger

Lourdes Hospital

Laurie Ballew
Jason Banister
Austin Beck
Gary Bodnarchuk
Cynthia Bowman-Stroud
Lingaiah Chandrashekar
Wederson Claudino
Jimmy Couch
Patrick Ellison
Svetlana Famina
Mae Fischer
Jenny Franke
David Hall
Alice Higdon
Charles Hogancamp
William Hogancamp
Daniel Howard
Victoria Ivanukoff
Ross Jones
Polly LeBuhn
Darrell Leslie
James Long
Rachel Lowdenback
Lindsey Lund
Anil Mani
David Mauterer

Timothy McDermott
James O’Rourke
Eugene Owsley
Holly Payne
Katarzyna Pisarewicz
Joseph Pittard
Melissa Purvis
Timothy Ranval
Scott Sanders
Niranjan Siva
William Skinner
Miriam Slatter-Hall
Albert Speach
Christopher Sperry
Marissa Stewart-Jaynes
David Stricklin
Joel Talley
Terri Telle
Brian VanderBoegh
Amanda Wagner
Van Woeltz
Alex Wright